LIVE TRACKING

Globally monitoring your people and assets in real-time

Helping address corporate
business strategy for
risk management and
compliance, whilst
providing assurance that
your workforce are globally
protected 24/7.

We provide a wide range of
live tracking solutions from
Global Satelite Tracking to
Worldwide GSM Tracking.
Providing you with the best
possible equipment for any
situation.

Our innovative platform is
non device specific, meaning
we are able to integrate
almost any tracking device
with the platform allowing
you to retain your existing
hardware if required.

TRACKING TECHNOLOGY, PROVIDING ASSURANCE THAT YOUR
WORKFORCE ARE PROTECTED 24/7
Let your company, clients and staff, track your
activities in real-time. Live Tracking gives you
peace of mind that in the event of an emergency,
your line manager or responders are aware of
your location.

Whatever real-time tracker you choose, you‘re
assured live updates whenever the device is
moved, allowing you to closely monitor what
matters most, right from your computer or
smartphone.

For business and personal applications, there
is no better way to monitor a person, vehicle or
asset than a real-time GPS tracking device.
Choose from a wide array of power options
(battery powered, hardwired or dashboardmounted) to find the perfect real-time GPS
tracker for your needs.

The Tracking Platform helps address corporate
business strategy for risk management and
compliance. This will provide assurance that your
workforce are protected 24/7/365 anywhere in
the world.
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RULES AND ALERTS

GEO-FENCE ALERTS

GLOBAL COVERAGE

Alerting personnel of
developing situations is
simple with the use of Rules
and Alerts. Staff can be
alerted by SMS, Email, Voice

Through Geo-fencing alerts,
safe areas can be established
and monitored. Operations
staff can then be alerted of
any unexpected situation
within these areas.

Through the use of the
Iridium satellite network and
GSM networks our hardware
can track and report
locations globally from major
cities to remote areas.

platform.

Due to our communications experience we can
transmit data from almost any IP enabled tracking
device via Local Area Network (LAN), Wide Area
Network (WAN), Global System for Mobile(GSM),
Satellite or Radio Frequency (RF) carrier signals.
A Geo-fence is a virtual barrier which allows an
administrator or controller to set up triggers so
that when a device crosses the boundaries of the
Geo-fence, an alert is sent. Using the tracking
used as a trigger for alerts.
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An administrative example would be: Your CEO
has frequent meetings in your capital city which is
inside a congestion zone which accrues charges.
By Geo-fencing the congestion zone, as soon as
their car enters the zone an email is automatically
sent to their PA advising them that they need to
pay the congestion charge.

